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IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR THE LIVE PROGRAM
This program is approved for 2 CPE credit hours. To earn credit you must:
• Participate in the program on your own computer connection (no sharing) – if you need to register
additional people, please call customer service at 1-800-926-7926 ext. 1 (or 404-881-1141 ext. 1).
Strafford accepts American Express, Visa, MasterCard, Discover.
• Listen on-line via your computer speakers.
• Respond to five prompts during the program plus a single verification code.
• To earn full credit, you must remain connected for the entire program.
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If you get disconnected during the program, you can simply log in using your original instructions and PIN.
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Notice
ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY
THE SPEAKERS’ FIRMS TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY
OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT
MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING OR
RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN.
You (and your employees, representatives, or agents) may disclose to any and all persons,
without limitation, the tax treatment or tax structure, or both, of any transaction
described in the associated materials we provide to you, including, but not limited to,
any tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax analyses contained in those materials.
The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are
subject to change. Applicability of the information to specific situations should be
determined through consultation with your tax adviser.
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Key Issues for Nonresident Taxpayers
Presented by Alexander Korzhen, Esq. and Judy
Vorndran, Esq., CPA
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Presented by
• Specializing in tax strategies and controversy
assistance for national and international
businesses

• Works closely with clients to navigate the
moving target that is state and local tax
(SALT) in a post-Wayfair world
Alexander Korzhen, Esq.
763-703-5713
akorzhen@taxops.com
TaxOps.com

• Helps solve complex tax problems and ease
the process of staying compliant

• Frequent speaker and instructor on a wide
variety of SALT topics
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Presented by
• Leads the state and local tax (SALT) practice at
TaxOps, helping clients navigate the morass of
SALT issues with the goal of making it less
“Taxing!”
• 3-year appointment to Colorado’s legislative
Sales and Use Task Force to help simplify its
complex sales tax system
• Dually licensed attorney and CPA, Judy is also
Judy Vorndran, CPA, Esq.
president of the Colorado Chapter of the
720-227-0093
American Academy of Attorney-CPAs
jvorndran@taxops.com
TaxOps
304 Inverness Way South
Englewood, CO 80112
TaxOps.com

• Nationally recognized thought leader and awardwinning instructor
• Successfully changing laws in states and local
jurisdictions and promoting simplicity
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AGENDA

Sales and Use Tax Rules and Requirements
• State, local, home rule, and more levels
• Tax reporting rules and compliance
• Hidden traps in "Home rule" jurisdictions
• Origin-based vs. destination-based sourcing rules for
multistate taxpayers
State Regulatory Enforcement
• Wayfair and nexus
• Audits
• Penalty Abatement
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Sales and Use Tax
Sales
Use Tax
Rules
& and
Requirements
Rules & Requirements

Banking the cannabis industry
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Layers of enforcement
Multistate taxpayers

More than 12,000 tax jurisdictions in the U.S. and 1,800
different rules*
• 43 states plus the District of Columbia have Wayfair laws
or amendments (45 states plus DC have sales and use
tax laws)
• NOMAD – no sales tax in Alaska, Delaware, Montana, New
Hampshire, and Oregon

• Municipalities
• Special Districts
• Home rule states
*Source: Avalara: SALT for Dummies
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Layers of enforcement
Multistate taxpayers

• Differing laws by state and jurisdiction
•
•
•
•
•

Taxable vs. non-taxable
Exemptions
Industries
Rates
Rules

• Wayfair imposes differing effective dates and enforcement
actions
• Critical considerations for tax reporting and planning based on
sourcing
• Mechanisms to ensure multijurisdictional compliance
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Tax Reporting Rules & Requirements
Considerations

• Understand how your flow of goods and
services
•
•
•
•
•

What do you sell?
Who do you buy from?
Drop shipments
Do you store your own inventory?
Where are items fulfilled?
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Hidden traps in home rule states
Trends to simplify

• Home rule

• Collect and administer sales and use tax
independently from the state
• Rates and taxability rules differ
• Sourcing may differ
• AL, AZ, CO & LA
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Home rule states
Trends to simplify

Simplifying home rule policies
• Alabama. Established a flat 8% Simplified Sellers Use Tax (SSUT) on
all sales shipped into the state.
Alaska. Working toward a single-level, statewide administration of
online sales tax collection and administration.
Arizona. As of October 1, 2019, remittance for state and local
transaction privilege taxes (TPT) will be centralized under the Arizona
Department of Revenue; licensure is still separately administered.
Colorado. 71 home rule municipalities determine local sales and use
tax, including sales taxes on items exempt from state sales tax. A
legislative tax task force continues to work on centralizing collections
and other simplification tracks but Colorado lags other home rule
states in simplification efforts (see The Fix is on).
Louisiana. Moving toward a single, state-level tax administrator for
remote sales.
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Origin-based vs. destinationOrigin-based
vs.
based sourcing
destination-based
sourcing

Banking the cannabis industry
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Sales tax sourcing
• Sales tax sourcing rules require in-state and
out-of-state sellers to collect and remit tax
at the location where goods and services are
consumed
• How sourcing became an issue
• Local sales and use tax rates create sourcing
issues; where does the money go?
• Requires seller and buyer to determine where
sales take place and local sales tax rate
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Sales tax sourcing
• Intra state - tax is charged at the “ship-from”
location
• Inter-State – tax is charged at ship to
depending on nexus of seller – with Wayfair
this changes
• Goods vs. services
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Sales tax sourcing
Multistate taxpayers

• Generally three ways to determine sourcing rules

• Destination sourcing: Rates and rules are based
on the location of the buyer
• Origin sourcing: Rates and rules are based on
the location of the seller
• Mixed sourcing: A mix of destination and origin
sourcing
• Depends on the rules in effect in the state, the location of the sale,
and the type of sale (interstate or intrastate)
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Sales tax sourcing
• Origin based tax (also known as production tax) is levied where goods or services are
produced
• Generally, if you are located in an origin-based state and make sales to customers
within that state, you would charge sales tax based on your location, including any
local and state taxes. For example, if you are based in Salt Lake City, Utah, and you
make a sale to a customer in Provo, Utah, you will charge the applicable Salt Lake
City sales tax on the sale
• Destination based tax (consumption tax) are levied where goods and services are
consumed
• In destination-based taxation, exports are allowed with zero taxes whereas
imports are taxed on par with the domestic production
• Mixed sourcing
• In the case of California, if you are based in that state and make a sale to another
location in California, any city, county or state taxes will be based on the seller’s
location (origin), while any district sales taxes will be based on the customer’s
location (destination)
Source: Origin vs. Destination sales tax
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Sales tax sourcing
Multistate taxpayers
Most states follow DESTINATION rules, meaning title passes at destination

• Conforms to Uniform Commercial Code (UCC)
• Most states use destination sourcing for interstate sales, when the
seller is located in one state and the buyer in another
• Most states also use destination sourcing for intrastate sales, when
the buyer and seller are in different jurisdictions within the same
state
• Burdens vendor with determining correct local rate for
each jurisdiction
• Relief in California, where all retail sales are deemed taxable at the
seller's place of business
• Texas law provides that a retailer's warehouse can qualify as a place
of business for sourcing local sales tax revenue where three orders or more
are received by the retailer at the warehouse
• "FTD" rule allowing sales tax to be charged at the point of order, not
delivery for certain businesses

• There are exceptions
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Sales tax sourcing
• Calculating how to source sales and a company’s state corporate income
tax sales factor and apportionment drives what taxpayer will pay in tax to
the states
• Sale of goods vs. sale of services and intangibles adds complexity
• Widespread confusion

• Challenges where local governments’ and
municipalities’ tax rules distinct from state tax rules
• Higher risk

• Ignoring a tax liability of $3,000 could end up costing
a company tens of thousands of dollars
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Sales tax sourcing
Origin-based sales tax sourcing
Rates, rules, and regulations in the following states are generally based on the ORIGINATION rules —
sitused to store location:
•

Arizona

•

California

•

Illinois

•

Mississippi

•

Missouri

•

New Mexico

•

Ohio

•

Pennsylvania

•

Tennessee

•

Texas

•

Utah

•

Virginia
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Arizona
Origin-based sales tax sourcing

• Arizona is an origin-based sales tax state

• How to collect sales tax in Arizona (guide)
• Collect sales tax at the tax rate where your business is located.
• Sellers with nexus in Arizona should be charging Transaction Privilege
Tax, not Retailer’s Use Tax, on all taxable sales shipped to customers
in Arizona
• Amazon may be charging Retailer’s Use Tax rates, which are less than
the Transaction Privilege Tax rates, on some Arizona sales
Source: Sales Tax Guide to Arizona
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Arizona
Origin-based sales tax sourcing
Which sellers should be collecting Retailer’s Use Tax in Arizona?
• Sellers without nexus who voluntarily register with AZ and collect taxes as a
convenience to their customers would be eligible to remit retailer’s use tax instead of
transaction privilege tax. This may change in the future if Arizona tries to implement
some kind of click-through nexus (established by a certain dollar-volume of sales
activity) against non-resident sellers.
• TPT and Use Tax are reported on the same tax return, so why does it matter?
• In Arizona, the state TPT and use tax rates are equal; however, counties do not currently
levy any use tax, and cities often have use tax rates which are less than their Transaction
Privilege Tax rates or do not have use tax at all. If the seller chooses to collect use tax
instead of TPT, they will certainly be charging a lower rate than what is due for all their
Arizona sales. Again, since the TPT is levied on the seller and not the purchaser, the
seller would have to assume the full duty of any uncollected taxes himself/herself and
would have no recourse to recover uncollected taxes from customers (like they legally
would be able to do with uncollected sales tax).
• Arizona also requires that tax types are distinguished using codes on the return – 017
for TPT and 029 for use tax.
Source: Arizona Sales Tax Guide to Arizona
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Arizona
Origin-based sales tax sourcing

Does the type of tax charged determine the local jurisdiction to which the
tax is due?
• No. Fortunately, the sourcing rules for Arizona are pretty simple:

• If the order for the sale was received at a location in
Arizona, the tax is due to the taxing jurisdiction in
which the order was received.
• If the order for the sale was received at a location
outside Arizona, the tax is due to the
taxing jurisdiction in which the customer is located.
Source: Arizona Sales Tax Guide to Arizona
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California
Mixed sourcing

• Statewide sales tax based on the origin of the sale
• However, district taxes (within cities or counties) are generally based
on the destination of the sale (the delivery address)
• Sales of certain services are based entirely on the destination
• California enforces economic nexus: Law has changed since Wayfair
was decided – now $500,000 for remote sellers at the state level
• District tax thresholds are different: $100,000 sales/200 transactions
threshold during the current or preceding calendar year
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Colorado
Mixed sourcing

• Wayfair $100,000/200 or more separate transactions delivered into
the state (current or previous calendar year)
• Once registered, retailers collect the state sales tax and all statecollected local and special district sales taxes in effect at the
destination of the sale
• Home rule complications
• More than 70 jurisdictions self-collect and administer sales tax

• No Wayfair law for home rules (yet)
• State trying to implement one remittance portal for all state and
local (including home rule) taxes
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Ohio
Mixed sourcing

• Sourcing rules vary based on the type of the transaction. For
example:
• Retail sales of tangible personal property (TPP) by an Ohio vendor to an Ohio
consumer are sourced to the location where the order was received,
regardless of the ship-from address
• Retail sales of TPP not made from a fixed location (e.g., vending machine
sales, temporary sales) are sourced to the location where the sale occurs
• Retail sales of taxable services by an Ohio service provider to an Ohio
consumer are sourced to the location where the consumer receives the
service

• Remote sales to an Ohio consumer are sourced to the location
where the consumer receives the TPP or service-destination
sourcing
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Pennsylvania
Mixed sourcing

• Product sales (tangible personal property) are generally based on
the origin of the sale
• Service sales follow destination sourcing rules
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Texas
Mixed sourcing

Need to look at facts:
• Nexus
• In-state vs out-of-state

• How Order is fulfilled
• Where Order is placed
• Where Order is delivered
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Texas
Mixed sourcing

Origin sourcing when an order is placed in person at a seller’s place of
business in Texas sourced to that location
• An order fulfilled at a seller’s place of business in Texas is sourced to
that location if the order was taken in another location
• An order received at a seller’s place of business but not fulfilled in
Texas is sourced to the location where the order was received

• An order not received or fulfilled at the seller’s place of business in
Texas, but fulfilled at a Texas location, is sourced to the location in
Texas from which the order is shipped or delivered (origin sourcing)
• Local use tax may be due if the order is delivered to a location in
Texas that’s within the boundaries of a local jurisdiction
• Out of state sellers – collect based on destination
Source: Local Sales and Use Tax Collection – A Guide for Sellers
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Sales tax sourcing
Multistate taxpayers

• Nuances
•
•
•
•

Avoidance of tax
Circuit City and Massachusetts
Order in MA, pick up in NH
New Hampshire does not have a sales tax (very close to
MA)
• Circuit City lost - MA sale customer had an absolute right
to possess the item upon payment in Massachusetts and
consequently, title passed in that state
Source: CCH
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Sales tax sourcing
Multistate taxpayers

• Nuances
• Shifting burden of proof from government to taxpayer
• Moore Business Forms overcame Colorado's statutory
presumption that its retail sales were subject to Mesa
and El Paso County taxes. Moore was able to show that
its customer contracts specified, and its actions
supported, the fact that title to the goods passed
immediately to the customer outside Mesa and El Paso
Counties upon the completion of manufacturing at
Moore's factory.
Source: CCH
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Applying rules and requirements
Multistate taxpayers
•

Role of automation and big data

• Leverage software tools to improve data collection, validation, storage,
and management of indirect taxes, including
•
•
•
•
•

•

Rates, returns and reports
Resale and exemption certificates
VAT/GST registration numbers
SKUs for taxability
Customer and vendor addresses

Analytics

• Improve efficiencies and standardize compliance
• Use algorithms to ferret out tax overpayments and refund opportunities
• Companies are increasingly being asked to submit client invoices, statements of
accounts, customs declarations, vendor invoices and bank records, all in formats
specified by the government and on an accelerated schedule (often in real or near
real time). Formats in which these data are requested may differ from how
companies themselves collect and store records.
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Income tax sourcing
• For every taxable transaction making its way through the marketplace,
someone should be collecting sales tax
• Taxable transactions create tax liability

• Which state & local jurisdiction gets that tax?
• Apportionment – shift from cost of performance to market-based
sourcing
• Sales of tangible property sourced to destination state
•

Throwback rule

• Sales of intangible property, licensing, leasing, etc.
•
•

Cost of performance
Market-based – sourced to where customer receive benefit or service provided
•
•
•
•
•

Benefit received
Services performed
Location of customer
Varies by state
Unique services difficult to address ever fact pattern

• Risk of overpayment or underpayment
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State Regulatory
Enforcement Techniques
State Regulatory
Enforcement Techniques

Banking the cannabis industry
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What triggers enforcement action or an audit
Enforcement
•

Revenue data inconsistent
(income tax/sales tax)

•

Frequent revisions
and amendments

•

Observation by auditors

•

Cash based businesses

•

Large refund requests

•

Nexus questionnaire

•

Certain “highlighted”
industries

•

M&A transaction activity

•

Ignored phone calls or
notices

•

Inconsistent or late filings
(sales tax returns)

•

Closing accounts

•

Registration for other taxes

•

Multiple, inconsistent state •
filings (Secretary of State,
payroll, income tax)

High or inconsistent sales

•

Customers get audited

•

Whistleblowers

•

State trolling (fairs,
festivals, etc)

•

Company vehicles in state

•

MTC/states sharing
information

•

Agency information
sharing between IRS and
state
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Enforcement
States assisted by Big Data

• Many tax authorities compile data from a
variety of sources to develop a more
complete picture of companies’ tax profiles.
• Tax authorities use data analytics to validate
invoices and lag discrepancies, verify sales
and purchase declarations, verify payroll
and withhold data, and compare data across
jurisdictions and taxpayers
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Audits
• Audit areas of focus
• Sales and Use (Fixed Asset, Sales, Expenses,
Exemption Certificates)
• Payroll (think OPT with home rule cities)
• Income / GRT, B&O, etc.
• Apportionment / Allocable
• Addition / Modifications
• Sourcing
• Combined, Consolidated, Separate
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Sales tax sourcing

Source: Deloitte 2019
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Sales factor: Mandatory single sales factor states

Source: Deloitte 2019
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Uneven taxpayer enforcement
Looming Considerations
• State collections create less urgency for
Congress to act
• States remain focused on adding both:
Wayfair, and marketplace provider
legislation
• Income tax
• Repeat of physical presence
• Expansion of economic/ virtual
presence
• Trend to factor-presence

Registration
• Responsible party issues: someone has to
be on the hook – NOT just the company
• Resale certificate issues: in the past, resale
certificate often only from state of HQ, not
state of receipt-going to be issues
• Is it better to register with zero tax due
returns filed than not register at all?
• Consider that no registration means no
statue of limitations – unlimited look
backs
• Difficult to make no Nexus arguments
• Is avoidance really cheaper?
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Uneven enforcement
• California
o
o

o

o

Effective April 1, 2019
Both in-state and out-of-state
businesses must monitor sales
activity in each district in the
state
Be prepared to collect and
remit all applicable taxes in a
district as soon as the
threshold has been met
The CDTFA doesn’t require
businesses to collect the tax
on the sale that put them over
the threshold, but businesses
must collect and remit tax on
the very next transaction

• Colorado
o
o

o

Effective Dec.1, 2018
The Colorado DOR provided
businesses with a grace period prior
to enforcement, first through March
31, and subsequently moved May
31, 2019
Heavy lifting continues to get
systems and the state filing
requirements set up for compliance

Business
scrambling
to meet
new
destination
sourcing
requirement
s

Grace
period
recognizes
opposing
movement
s

Lawmakers
and
stakeholder
s working to
simplify Frated sales
tax regime
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Taxpayer requirements
Resale certificates

• In the past, resale certificate might have been received only from
the state where a business is headquartered
• Now, with the movement to state of receipt, resale certificates in
multiple states are likely to be required when sales are made to
customers that are outside the headquarter state
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Getting compliance right
• Understand the solicitation process and distribution network
• Know your nexus
• Track the rules state by state

• Monitor expiration dates and documentation for each certificate and
permit
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Penalty abatement options
• VDA
• Amnesty
• Penalty relief negotiations
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Let’s Let’s stay connected
Let’s stay connected

Alexander
Esq.
Alexander Korzhen,
Korzhen, Esq.
akorzhen@taxops.com
akorzhen@taxops.com
763.703.5713
763.703.5713

Judy Vorndran, Esq., CPA

Judy Vorndran, Esq., CPA
jvorndran@taxops.com

jvorndran@taxops.com
720.837.8939
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Subscribe to Tax News for regular tax updates at

https://www.taxops.com/subscribe-to-tax-news-by-email/

Subscribe to Tax News for regular tax updates at
https://www.taxops.com/subscribe-to-tax-news-by-email
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